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1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group, Z the ring of integers and Q the ring of rational
numbers. For R=Z or Q, R[G] denotes the group ring of G over R. Put
GL{R[G])=hm GLΛ(R[G\) and E(R[G])=[GL(R([G]), GL(R[G])] the commutator subgroup of GL(R[G]). Then K^RIG]) denotes the quotient group
GL(R[G])/E(R[G]).
The natural inclusion map i: GL(Z[G])->GL(Q[G]) gives
rise to a group homomorphism z*: iC1(Z[G])->.K1(Q[G]). Then SK^{Z[G]) is
defined by setting
SKX{Z[G\) = ker z* .
In [9], C.T.C. Wall showed that SKλ(Z[G]) is isomorphic the torsion subgroup of the Whitehead group Wh{G) of G. Since it can be shown that
SKλ{Z[G]) = ker(Res: Wh(G) -> 0 Wh(C)),
C

gives information which cannot be obtained by restricting Wh(G)
to © Wh(C), where c is the class of all cyclic subgroups of G.
C(=c

Incidentally, Whitehead group plays a role not only in studying simple
homotopy equivalences of finite CW complexes, but also in classifying manifolds.
The s-cobordism theorem says that if M and N are smooth closed /z-dimensional
manifolds, where n > 5 , and if W is a compact (τz-f-l)-dimensional manifold
such that dW=M]]_N, and such that the inclusions M->W and N->W are
simple homotopy equivalences, then Wis diίfeomorphic to Mx[0, 1] (see [5]).
For a finite group G, SKX(Z\GY) has been calculated by several authors.
Let Zm be a cyclic group of order m. At first, it was shown by Bass, Milnor, and
Serre ([1]) that SKl{Z[G])=0 if G is cyclic or if G^(Z2)n for some n. Also, it
was shown by T.Y. Lam([3]) that 5i^ 1 (Z[G])-0 if G^ZpnχZp
for any prime
p and any n. Later, it was shown by R. Oliver ([8]) that for a finite abelian group
G, 5i^1(Z[G]) = 0 if and only if either G^(Z 2 ) W , or each Sylow subgroup of G
has the form Zp» or Zpn x Zp. As far as non-abelian groups are concerned, it was
shown in [2], [4], [6] and [7] that SKλ{Z[G]) vanishies if G is a dihedral group.
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The purpose of this paper is to determine SKX{Z\G]) for finite solvable
groups G which act linearly and freely on spheres. As in [10, Theorem 6.1.11],
there are 4 types for such kinds of groups. For the convenience of the reader,
the table of these groups are cited in Appendix. In order to state our main
theorem, we prepare the following notations.
Let Gv G2, G3 and G4 denote the groups of type I, II, III and IV respectively mentioned in the table in Appendix. Let (av <%, •••, aλ) denote the greatest
common divisor of integers {av a2, •••, aλ}, and let m, n, r, /, k, u, v and d be the
integers appeared in the definition of Gv G2, G3 and G4. For positive integers
α, β, y and δ, put

D(a) = {x€=N\ x is a divisor of a} ,
D(a, β) = {x^D(a)\ x can be divided by β} ,

If d is an even integer, we put d'=d/2y and put
t(2) - #{(α,

β)\β^D(υ)Uu

(a+aM2uβ) (/-I, r^-1) = 0 (m)
for some integer a with

0<α</w/M2«/5}

- # U 0(l»)Γ/-ifr /*-uV+i> i
λ=0,l

ί'(2) = #{(α, β)\βf=D(υ)l-u « e ΰ ( M 2 . ? ) ,
/ - I , r»/4-l) = 0(») or
for some integer a with

0<α<»i/M2«β}

- # U (D(»ί)Γί-1,r '--uV +1 ) U
Q<,b<d
λ=0,l

ί(3)=

Σ

<(4)= Σ $D(Mβ)-

Σ

We are now ready to state our main theorem.
Theorem, (i) SKX{Z[G& = 0.
(ii) 5 ^ ( Z [ G J ) « Z i ( 2 ) if d is an odd integer,
SK^Z [GJ) at ZΓ ( 2 ) »/rfw αw were m
(Hi)
(iv)

flK/-i,,»'<-uV+,)),

SKj(Z[G]) OF FINITE SOLVABLE GROUPS

EXAMPLE 1.1.

(i)

(ii)

SKX{Z[GZ])

l ^

EXAMPLE 1.2.
d=6 and then,
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When d= 3, we have
= z!"<«s> »»<">-\
n

For G2, when m=35, w=72, r = 4 , A=55, /=29, we have

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 after proving (i) of Theorem, we state some lemmas and propositions that are necessary for the proof
of (ii), (iii), (iv) of Theorem. From Section 3 to Section 5 we prove (ii), (iii),
(iv) of Theorem. Section 6 presents the proofs of the lemmas in Section 2.
Appendix is devoted to quoting the table of the finite solvable groups from [10]
which act linearly and freely on odd dimensional spheres.
I would like to thank Professors K. Kawakubo and M. Morimoto for their
many helpful suggestions.
2. Preliminaries
For every odd prime number p> since the ^>-Sylow subgroups of G f (l<*<4)
are cyclic, it follows from [8, Theorem 14.2] that 5UL1(Z[Gί])(ί) = 0. Moreover,
SyUβx) t n e 2-Sylow subgroup of G1 is cyclic. Hence, by [8, Theorem 14.2],
we conclude that SK1(Z[G^)=0.
For the calculation of SKx(Z\Gt]) (2</<4), we will use the following lemmas:
Lemma 2.1. ([10, Theorem 6.1.11]). Syl2(G2)^ζR,Bυ>^Q2u+1
Syl2 (G3)
=<P, Q>^Q8, and Syl2{GA)^Py Q, Λ>=<P#, P>^Q16, where Q2N denotes the
generalized quaternionic group of order 2N.
When H is a subgroup of G, CG(H) denotes the centralizer of H in G and
NG(H) denotes the normalizer of H in G.
Lemma 2.2. ([8, Example 14.4]). Let G be a fihite group whose 2-Sylow
subgroups are dihedral, quaternionic, or semidϊhedral. Then

where t is the number of conjugacy classes of cyclic subgroups σdG such that (a) \σ\
is odd, (b) CG{σ) has a non-abelian 2-Sylow subgroup, and (c) there is no gEzNG(σ)
with g xg"1==x~1 for

By Lemma 2.1, G2, G3 and G4 satisfy the assertion in Lemma 2.2. We now
prepare the next lemmas for the calculation of SKx{Z[Gt]) (i=2, 3, 4), whose
proof will be given in the last section. For integers a and /?, we put D(a)=
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x is a divisor of a}, Mβ=(rβ—1, m). Then
Lemma 2.3. For <my β^D(n), we have ((rn-ί)/(rβ-l),

Mβ)=l.

Lemma 2.4. For any integer a, we have

Lemma 2.5. Let (A^Ify be the cyclic group which is generated by the element of the form A*B*. We put β—(n, v). Then, there exists an integer a such

hjβ.

Proposition 2.6. Let a be art integer, and β an element in D{n). Put n'=
Then we have

KA«Bβ>\=^f*-.
(Mβy a)
Proof. It is clear that \<A"Bβ>\ is divisible by n'. We have (A*Bβ)n'=
^4*(rn-i)/(r0-i)e p u t rn—l=m-s\ rβ—l=Mβ-s,
and m = Mβ*t, then we have
(rn-l)l(rβ-l)=t s'ls. Set M^aί'-ap, t=β{1-β{\ and ^ γ f
γfs where
α, , βi and γ t are prime numbers, and eif fiy g{ are positive integers. By the fact
(t} s) = l and Lemma 2.3, we have s'^βfi—βf1 γ f - γ f δi'-δ** for some prime
numbers δly •••, δκ, non-negative integers/ί, * ,/ί and positive integers £ί, "•,§'„
hv •••, ^ , with£<>& ( ί = l , —4). Since
p

r —I

M|5 ί

the smallest positive integer x satisfying that a

x=0(m) is
γ β

—

l

£—. Hence
(a>

M

β)

D
r

f

Proposition 2.7. Let a and a be integers, and β and β elements in D(n).
β
β
P
(A«B > is conjugate to <A«'B '> in G2, G3 and G4 if and only if \<A*B >\ =

KA«'Bβ'>\.

β

Proof. Suppose that |<^*jB >| = | < ^ 5
we obtain that β=βr.
Since
A\A*Bβ)

A~a = A*+ail-rβ>

Bβ

β/

>l

and (A*Bβ)cn+β/β

By using Proposition 2.6,
= A*(1+c(rn~ι/rβ-ι»

Bβ

for any integers a and c, by Lemma 2.4, two cyclic subgroups whose orders are
same are conjugate. The converse is clear.
•
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.7, we have:
Proposition 2.8. Let μ and v be integers. Put β=(y,ri), then there exists

OF FINITE SOLVABLE GROUPS

an element a^D(Mβ)
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such that <^μj3v> is conjugate to <A"Bβ>.

3. Proof of (ii) of Theorem
Every element in G2 is represented by the form AμBvRe for some integers
μ and v, where e is either 0 or 1. We see that \ζAμBy/Ry\ is even, and that a
generator of a cyclic subgroup of odd order is represented by the element of
the form A*BF*' for an integer v '. Put β=(v, v'). By Proposition 2.8, there
exists an integer αGΰ(M 2 « β ) such that <^4μJ52"v/> is conjugate to (A*B2Uβy.
Thus, from now on, we will consider the cyclic subgroups generated by the element of the form A*B2Uβ for any β^D(v) and any a^D(M^β).
At first, we state some observations on G2.
Observation 3.1. 2v is divisible by d.
Proof. Since r M = r H = l (m), d is a common divisior of n and ft—1. Since
£ + 1 = 0 (2M), (ft+1, ft—1)=2, and z/>2, ft—1 is divisible by 2, but not divisible
by 4. Since n=2uv, d is a divisor of 2ϋ.
•
When d is an even integer, we put d'=d/2.

Then we have:

Observation 3.2. For any integer a,
(Λa<ϊ-rnh βnί^ Aa(l-l) Ry _ Qg

i/" */ ώ *m e^w integer, then for any integer a,

Lemma 3.3. In the case that d is an odd integer, for any β^D(v) and any
a^D(M2»β)s CG((A*B2Uβy) has a subgroup H which is isomorphic to Q8 if and
2Uβ
/4
only if /3(ft-l) = 0 (v) and (a+a(r -l)) (/-I, r* -l) = 0 (nήfor some integer a.
In the case that d is an even integery for any β^D(v) and any cc^D(M2«β),
CG((AΛ B2Uβ» has a subgroup H which is isomorphic to QS if and only if β(k—ί) =
0(v) and (a+air2^-1)) (/-1, W 4 -1) = 0(m) or β(k-1) = 0{v) and {a+a{τ2Uβ-1))
(lrd'— 1, rn/4— 1) = 0 (m) for some integer a.
2Uβ

n/4

Proof. In the case that β{k-ΐ) = 0 (v) and (a+a(r -l)) (/-I, r -l) =
0(m) for some integer a, we see that CG«A*Bfp»Z)<A«ι-'β/A> B*, A**1'" R>.
In the case that β(k-l) = 0(v) and (cc+a(r2Uβ-l)) (lrd'-1, rn'*-l)==0 (m) for
some integer ay we see that Ce(<;4*#"^)=><i4J<1-'"/4) Bn/\ A^~1^ Bd' i?>Conversely, assume that CG(ζA"B2Uβy) has α subgroup ϋ" which is isomorphic to
v
Q&. Since K=ζtB J Ry is one of the 2-Slyow subgroups of G and H is a 2-group
of G, we have g"ιHg(ZK for some g^G.
Now we consider the quotient group
of Kj<βvy and the projection p: K->K^Bΰy.
Since ker p=<βυy and g~ιHg^
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Q8, we have ker (p \ g-Ήg)=<Bn/4>.
Hence, g-ιHg=(Bn/\ fiτi?> for some integer T which is divisible by v. Now ρutg=AaBbRc
where a and b are some integers, and c is either 0 or 1. Then,

=

AaBbRc<βnl\

= AaBb<βnΐ\
ni

= A\B \

ι

Bτ'R> B~bA~a
τ

a

B "R) A-

tt/4

2Uβ

Since A°< -' > B»'*tΞCG«A«B »,

(for some integer r')

(for some integer τ " )

we have

(r* / 4 -l) { α ^ - ^ + α } =0 (m).
On the other hand, since A^'1^

Br"ReΞCG(ζA*B2Uβy), we have

//

-l)}

=0(«)

Now, since τ / 7 =τΛ+i(l—Λ) if c = l , and τ / 7 —τ+ft(l— /ί) if ί:=0, we have
rr"=rr.
Moreover, r τ = l or rd' because τ is divisible by v and rf is a divisior of
2v. Thus the lemma was proved.
•
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3, we have:
Corollary 3 4. In the case that d is an odd integer, for any β^D(v) and
any a^D(M2«β), CG((A"B2"βy) has a subgroup H which is isomorphic to Q8 if
and only if β(k—\) = Q (v) and (a+aM2«β) (/—I, rn/i—1) = 0 (m) for some integer
a with 0<a<m/M2«β.
In the case that d is an even integer, for any β^D(v) and any a^D(M2«β),
2Uβ
CG«A"B » has a subgroup H which is isomorphic to Q8 if and only if β(k—l) =
0(v) and (a+aM2«p) (/-I, r»'*-l) = 0 («) or β(k-l) = 0(v) and (a+aM2uβ)
d
n/4
(lr '—ly r —l) = 0 (nήfor some integer a with Q<a<mjM2uβ.
•
It is clear that CG(ζA*B2Uβy) has a non-abelian 2-Sylow subgroup if and
only if CG((A"B2Uβy) has a subgroup H which is isomorphic to Q8. Let
2Uβ
(A*B y be a cyclic subgroup of G2 satisfying the conditions (a) and (b). Assume that it does not satisfy the condition (c). In the case that (AaBb) (A"B2Uβ)
(AaBb)~1=(A*B2"β)~ι for some integers a and b, we have
b

(r +ϊ)

a

= 0(m)

= 0(v).
On the other hand, in the case that (AaBbR) (A*B2"β)

(AaBbRy1=(A"B2Uβy1

SKi(Z[G]) OF FINITE SOLVABLE GROUPS
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for some integers a and b, we have
ί a+ak*-aιaFβk+ar-*'β

== 0 («)

Since it follows from Corollary 3.4 that /3(Λ—1)==0 (v), in this case we
have

«(fr»+l) = 0(«)
β = 0(v).
Hence for a^D(m) satisfying that α(/V*+l) = 0 (m) (λ=0, 1), ζA*y does not
satisfy the condition (c). This completes the proof of (ii) of Theorem.
4. Proof of (iii) of Theorem
Lemma 4.1. Let σ c G 3 be a cyclic subgroup of odd order. Then, there
exist β^D(ή) and a^D(Mβ) such that σ is conjugate to (A* Bβy.
Proof. Every element in G3 can be represented by the form XA^B? for
some X&ζP, Qy and some integers μ and v. We see that ζA^B^y has odd
order. In the case that z/ = 0 (3), we see that ζXA^B^y has even order. In the
other cases, we see that ζ^XA^B^y has even order or is conjugate to <^4μjBv)>.
The conclusion now follows from Proposition 2.8.
•
Hence from now on we will consider the cyclic subgroups generated by the
element of the form AΛBβ for β(ΞD(v) and a(ΞD(Mβ). Since <P, Q> is a
normal subgroup of G3, CGj^AΛBβy) has a non-abelian 2-Sylow subgroup if
and only if CG3(ζA*Bβy) includes <P, Q>. And it is easy to show that
CGz«A*Bβy) includes <P, Q> if and only if β is an element of D(n, 3). Let
β
(A*B y be a cyclic subgroup of G3 satisfying the conditions (a) and (b). Asa b
Λ β
a b ι
β
ι
sume that (A B ) (A B ) (A B y =(A*B )~
for some integers a and b. Since
n is an odd integer, we have

Since (l+rby m)=l for any b^Z when n is odd, we have
This completes the proof of (iii) of Theorem.

<A*Bβy=l.

5. Proof of (iv) of Theorem
Lemma 5.1. Let σC.G± be a cyclic subgroup of odd order. Then, there
β
exist /3eZ)(n) and a^D(Mβ) such that σ is conjugate to ζA* B y.
Proof.

Every element in G4 can be represented by the form XAμB*

for
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some -XΓe<P, Q, i?> and some integers μ and v. We see that <^4μ2?v> has odd
order. And it is shown that |<X4 μ .B v >| is even or ζXAμByt> is conjugate to
ζjpB»y
The conclusion now follows from Proposition 2.8.
Π
Hence from now on we will consider the cyclic subgroups generated by the
element of the form AΛBβ for β(=D(v) and a^D(Mβ).
Lemma 5.2. If CG4«A"Bβy) has a non-abelίan 2-Sylow subgroup, then
CG4«A"Bβ» includes <P>, <Q> or <PQ>.
Proof. We put K=<Py Q, R>=ζPR, P>. CGA«A*Bβy) has a non-abelian
2-Sylow subgroup, if and only if CGA(ζA*Bβy) has a subgroup H which is isomorphic to Q8. Since H is a 2-group of G, we have g"ιHg(Z.K for some g^G.
We note that (PRy is a cyclic subgroup of K whose order is 8. Now we consider the quotient group i£/<(PR>, and the projection p: K-^Kj^PRy.
Since
ker £=<PR> and g^Hg^QS, we have that ker (p \ g~ιHg) is a cyclic subgroup of
<PRy whose order is 4. Hence we have ker (p \ ^- 1 /^)-<(Pi?) 2 >=<Q>. Thus,
we have g~ιHg=(Q, {PRfPy for some λ G Z . We note that if λ is an odd integer, then g~ιHg=ζQ,Ry> and that if λ is an even integer, then g~1Hg=<(P, Q>.
Thus, we obtain:
H = <P,Qy

or <RAa«-»Bb«>-ι\Qy

if

6 = 0(3),

a

H - <P, Q>, <RA «-v B*(*-i>f PQ>, <JR^«(

or φRA^ι^Bb^ι\Py
or <JtPA<l-^BHk'l\PQy
where <z and δ are integers.
Lemma 5.3.
z//3=0(3).

CGA((AΛ

if 1 = 1(3),
if 4 = 2(3),

Hence H includes <P>, ζff} or
Bβy) has a non-abelίan 2-Sylow subgroup if and only

Proof. If CG4«A*Bβy) has a non-abelian 2-Sylow subgroup, by Lemma
5.2, we have P, Q or PQ are elements of CGJ^A*Bβy).
In the case that P or Q
are elements of CG4(ζA" Bβy), we have β = 0 (3) as in the proof of (iii) of Theorem.
On the other hand it is easy to show that if PQ is an element of OGi(ζA" J5 β »,
then β=0 (3). Conversely, if β~0 (3), it follows from the proof of (iii) of Theorem that CGA{(A*Bβy) includes <P, Q>, that is a non-abelian 2-grouρ. This
completes the proof.
•
Now for β^D(n, 3) and a^D(Mβ)y we assume that (A*Bβy doesn't satisfy
a b
Λ β
a h ι
β
β
the condition (c). If (A B ) (A B ) (A B y =(A*B )~\
then we have A*B =
a b
Λ β
a b ι
β
1. If (RA B ) (A B ) (RA B y =(A*B )-\
then we have

OF FINITE SOLVABLE GROUPS

ί l(arb+a(l-rβ))+ar~β
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ΞΞ 0 (m)

\β(k+l)ΞΞθ(n).
Since d is a common divisor of n and k— 1, we have (&+1, έ/)=l, and so /3 must
be divisible by d. Hence we have a(l+lrb) = 0 (in). Since P = l (w), we have
α(/+r*) = 0 (wz). By these equations, we have α(/+l) (r*+l) = 0 (w). Since
(r*+l, nι)=l, we have α(/+l) = 0 (m).
Conversely under the conditions β(k-\-l) = 0 (m) and a(l+l) = 0(m)y we see
Λ β
ι
a β
Λ
β
that R{A B )R' =(A B γ\
then <^ JB > doesn't satisfy the condition (c).
This completes the proof of (iv) of Theorem.
6. Proof of Lemmas in Section 2
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Put n'=njβ and rβ— l=Mβ s. Then we have
*

r

1

~

l

n'-l

*Σβi

Now since (n', M p ) = l, we have ( ( / - l ) / ( ^ - l ) , M β ) = l.

Π

Lemma 2.4 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Since β=(n,v)> there exists an integer x such that
vx = β(n). Put n'^=njβy then we see that (#, w') = l. We note that the order
of <AμBv> is a divisor of urn'. If (*, wι)=l, we have (AμBy=A*Bβ
for some
integer α and ζ(AμByy=<^Aμ'Bvy.
If (Λ:, m) Φ1, since there exists an integer
c such that (x+cn'y n'm) = \, we have (AμB'")x+cn/=A*Bβ
for some integer α and
w
μ
v
> = < , 4 £ > . This completes the proof.
•
7. Appendix ([10, Theorem 6.1.11])
Let G be a finite solvable group. Then G has a fixed point free complex
representation if and only if G is of type I, II, III or IV below, with the additional condition: if d is the order of r in the multiplicative group of residues
modulo my of integers prime to m, then njd is divisible by every prime divisor

of dr.
I. A group of order mn that is generated by the elements of the
form A and B> and that has relations:
TYPE

Am = Bn = 1, BAB'1 = Ar,
where m, n and r satisfy the following conditions:
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m>\, n > l , (fl(r-l), m) = 1, rn= 1 (w).
II. A group of order 2mn that is generated by the elements of the
form Ay B and i?, and that has relations:
TYPE

R2 = £«/2, Λ^i?- 1 = ,4', ΛflΛ-1 = Bk
in addition to the relations in I, where rriy n, r> I and k satisfy the following conditions:

in addition to the conditions in I.
TYPE III. A group of order 8mn that is generated by the elements of
the form A, B, P and Q, and that has relations:
=

Q2= (Pgγ9

A p
1

=

p

- PQ

in addition to the relations in I, where m, n and r satisfy the following conditions:
n = 1 (2), n = 0 (3)
in addition to the conditions in I.
TYPE IV. A group of order \6tnn that is generated by the elements of the
form A, By P, Q and R, and that has relations:

R2 = P2, RPR-1 = QPy RQR-1 =

Q'1,

RAR-1 = A\ RBR'1 = Bk
in addition to the relations in III, where my ny r, k and / satisfy the following
conditions:
2

# ΞΞ 1 (fl), & ΞΞ - 1 ( 3 ) , r*"1 Ξ= Z ΞΞ 1 (W)

in addition to the conditions in III.
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